The 1st skateboarding video
contest made exclusively on
afro beats is Back!
The Instagram Contest, from December 10th to 31st, will give 6 winning teams the
opportunity to share 1500 ghs and surprises from our partners.
Form your ranks, register online and get in on the action!
To participate in the Digital Contest, form a team of 2 members, shoot your tricks, then
post a video (1-minute max) or a photo on Instagram by December 31st.
The 6 winning teams will be selected by an amazing jury from !
The competition is opened for all the countries in Africa this Year.

Noise! (PHASE 1) / Instagram Contest
From December 10th – December 31st, 2019
1.Read the rules and choose your duo: 1 skater + 1 filmmaker or 1 Skateboarder + 1
photographer
2.Post the flyer on your Instagram account and tag your team.
3.Download the Noise logo on our website to insert at the beginning of your video (for
the photo contest it is not necessary)
4. Our team will send you through watsapp or email some afro beats from our
beatmakers partners: Afro beats, Afro House, Hip Hop only made by African
beatmakers.
5.Shoot and edit a video (1 minute max) with the camera of your choosing. Post the
video on one of your team's Instagram accounts (the skateboarder's or the filmmaker's)
with the hashtag #noisegh and mention @surfghana before the 31st

Or
5. Shoot and edit a photo with the camera of your choosing. Post the photo on one of
your team's Instagram accounts (the skateboader's or the photographer's) with the
hashtag #noisegh and mention @surfghana before the 31st

Keep in mind that street use is preferred, and that creativity and
performance are the key words to this competition. Be inventive,
unrestrained, visionary, crazy...brainstorm, create a storyboard and
unleash your full creativity. You are free to use any tech accessories
available to you in 2019 through your camera! Apps, software,
tripods, filters, drones, etc.

Noise! (PHASE 2) / Ceremony Awards
Please join us with your friends at Purple Pub for the ceremony award of the Noise!
Contest.
Purple Pub Address: Ring Road E, Osu, Accra
Free entry
Hours: 6PM-10PM
>> Free skate 6PM
>> Film screening in the presence of the Ghanaian skateboarders and the Collective
Surf Ghana. 7PM-9PM
>> Award ceremony (1500 ghs and gifts from our partners (Waffle & Cream, Vigiforce,
Electric)
>> Dj set with Purple pub team and guests 7PM-10PM
>> Prizes by drawing lots for the general public (stickers, post card, tee-shirt etc)

Follow the latest news on the noisegh.com

